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CHAPTiSR I
HBK PROBLEM AND DSFHITIOHS OF TERM USED
Many roliglous broadcast a havo been severely criticized
because they lacked the better techniques of radio. Poor
singing and preaching, unpolished instrumental playing, aiMi
faulty equipment have caused the Christian message to sound
shallow and cheap. Purthermoi�e, even among the better
programs of a religious nature few direct themselves wholly
or in part to a definite program of Christian education.
Churches draw large crowds into their evangelistic services
by means of radio. It is possible also to reach large numbers
by extending class ro<�B instruction or Christian education
by radio and thus to extend the Sunday school. Everett G.
Parker, writing on ^Radio in Television and Religious Sducatlon, *'
says*
Via radio we can extend Uxe program of Christian
education beyond the walls of the ehurch|� bringing it
on a friendly and informal basis into the home - which
is exactly where every christian educator wants it to
be^ but ii^ere it seldom gaines entry by means of books,
pamphlets, or informal home teaching*
We cannot overemphasise the need to get into the
homes of America with educational radio programs of a
religious nature, 1
^ Everett C. Parker, "Radio in Television and Religious
Education," Orientation to Religious Education (Henry C. Lotz,
editor J Hew York: Abingdon-CokesWry Press, if^O) , p. l61f.
I. THK PROBLEM
2
Statement of the problem. It was tbe purpose of this
study to discover radio programs which are effective as
agencies of Christian education and how such programs may
be made more profitable to religious education.
Importance of the study. One writing in the christian
Century has said that*
The religious program too often impresses the critical
listener as being a cheap show, with too much sentimen
tality, too little artistry, and a too crude appeal for
contributions. ^
Programs have shown lack of care and effort in
preparation, program building, and spiritual attitude in the
past, but today there are a number of excellent religious
broadcasts. If the best techniques of these few can be
incorporated into more religious programs, they will compare
favorably with professional secular programs. Broadcasts
of superior quality have more influence and should have
larger audiences, !|here is a definite place for Christian
teaching over the radio as is shown by successful programs
such as the Radio Bible Class of M. R. and Richard Be Haan
of Grand Rapids, Michigan, This field of teaching over the
2 "Religious Radio Programs Need Much Improvement,"
Christian Century, 6lsl97, February l6, l^h^.
3air holds vast possibilltias and should b� presented to young
people as a Christian vocation*
John L. Meredith, executive secretary of the Family
Bible league of Chicago says that:
There is need for a finished product on radio. Cheap,
noisy, clattery programs with poor singing and poor
preaching, has brought radio Into disrepute in many
places, but the trend today Is toward better preparation,
better prograsasing, more professional type of speakers
with training in enunciation, etc* � � �
Ihere is abundant room for Christian young people to
take training in presenting radio messages, acting out
part* to the glory of the Lord and giving a program that
will take its place mon$ the best the world can produce.^
II. DEFimTlOm OF TEM USED
Religious education broadeasts� A multitude of
programs might be generally classified under the category
of religious education, but for purposes of clarification
three groups of programs were listed in this study. Religious
education broadcasts are (1) in the narrowest sense those in
which the Sunday school lesson is taughtj those in which
Bible teaching is central with lesson outlines sometimes in
the hands of listeners^ (2) in a broader sense broadcasts
consisting of Bible reading, Bible quizzes (with either
panel discussions, studio answers, or xaail and phone answers),
news related to the Bible, dramatic Bible series or sketches.
3 personal Correspondence of the Author, letter from
John L. Meredith, p. 2, April 29* 1952�
4mlsalonary Information, information on chiirch institutions,
church history, Communisin�s evils, leadership education, or
church school techniques; and (3) in the broadest sense those
which are full church services, or radio worship services
with Biblical information.
This study characteri ze s as religious education
programs those devoted explicitly to teaching as such.
III. ORGANIZATIOH OF THE THESIS
For various reasons many people are unable to attend
church or Sunday school. For them radio can be an effective
teaching agency. In Chapter II is shown the need of radio
Bible teaching for the hospitalized, the shut-in, the blind,
the unschooled or illiterate, those who are isolated, rural
or country people, the poor, the Sunday worker, the Sunday
traveler, the man indifferent to the gospel, the serviceman,
the loyal churchman, the Jew and Catholic, those kept from
the church by their vacation, and the millions in heathen
or pagan lands.
Chapter III is divided into two parts In order to show
not only the development of radio but also the use of other
audio aids in religious education.
The first part of this chapter discusses the rise of
radio, how school systems became Interested in teaching by
radio, and then how it became an important mediizm for religion
5and religious education.
In the second part information is given concerning
other audio aids which may be used in religious education,
They include television, phonograph records, and still and
motion pictures with sound.
Chapter IV deals with the production of a radio
program. In the field of religious radio, program building
is a basic consideration. It involves factors such as
attitude, equipment, script writing, radio lesson planning,
and radio speech techniques.
Of the one hundred end sixty questionnaires sent out
seventy-*two were completed and returned. A summary of these
seventy-two questionnaires la made in Chapter V, Then
fourteen of the seventy- two returned were selected as best
representing a program of religious education, Ihe criteria
for their selection showing the difference between religious
education programs and the religious programs of any other
nature or type are also discussed in chapter V. The findings
resulting from the survey suggest changes and improvements
for the bettement of such programs.
The last chapter summarizes the results of the entire
study with recommendations for the future in the use of the
radio in religious education.
CHAPTER II
REASONS FOR HAVING RELIGIOUS EDUCATION BROADCASTS
MAny people are unable for various reasons to attend
church or Sunday school. Some of them have never once heard
the gospel. Radio can take the gospel into places which
other evangelistic and teaching efforts fail to reach.
Radio is important to Christianity because of (I) the people
whom it serves to reach in the Christian community, and (II)
the people reached by it in heathen or pagan lands,
I. mE PEOPLE IN THE CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY
'Ihe hospltallged> Often people are confined to their
beds for months with long illnesses. For such sufferers
radio affords welcome relief. If lesson materials were
placed in their hands, they could easily follow a plan of
Bible study over a period of several months. Such people
are hungry for something to do as well as for the truths of
the Bible, If this opportunity is missed, it is like
closing the door to a mission field. The hospitalised
person is ripe for Christ. Never again will time be so
abundantly on his hands for considering eternal truths.
The shut-in. Some people after many active years may
be confined to their homes. They need spiritual food to
7keep alive their Christian experience. Heligious Education
by radio means Christian nurture and enlarged interests for
them*
The blind. Obviously there are some people in the
world who will never have opportunity to read the Bible or
commentaries because of blindness.
The unschooled or illiterate. Even in the United
States there are those who will never get from the Bible
some of the richness of its message because they cannot
understand it due to lack of training. Some are not able
to read at all. Few friends take time to sit and read to
these unfortunate people, but in radio they could have an
untiring teacher to read scripture and adapt it to their
understanding,
those who are isolated. To those who for lack of
transportation and other reasons cannot get to Sunday school
radio may be a welcome means of studying God's Word.
Even for those who can afford an automobile, condi
tions of traffic, especially In large cities, may make it
difficult to be regular in attendance at the church school.
Bible Clubs for children who are kept from Sunday school
lessons help in the prevention of religious illiteracy.
Rural or country people. Rural churches suffer from
8lack of pastors, Ivan those with pastors often do not have
well trained lay teachers, people in such localities need
to hear sermons well delivered and lessons well taught from
other centers to heighten their interest and enlarge their
vision, !?his is to say nothing of areas with no churches
at all, or where the distance is too great for more than
one or two services a month. Here again is a situation
where radio may supplement that which isolated people get
of religious teaching.
The poor. Many people of low income status will
not go to church because of social pressure, o^ey cannot
dress as people do from the fortunate side of the tracks,
so they stay at home. Small churches and missions are
able to relieve this situation somewhat, but radio teaching
programs in a language which they can comprehend might
enlist their interest, fhe children of some families may
hear God's name in any other form than that of profanity
only over the radio.
Ihe Sunday worker, the city busy driver who trans
ports people to Sunday school may have to attend Sxinday
school class in the parlor of his own home as the lesson
comes over the air. He and other Sunday workers should
not be deprived of the privilege of learning about God,
9Ifae Sunday traveler. Traveling of necessity falls
on Sxinday for some. It is conceivable, however, that even
the high school crowd roving around at night might tune in
on some program which would influence them toward the
church.
The man Indifferent to the gospel. Many persons
have become Indifferent to God. A radio message may catch
their attention, and Christ thus be given another chance at
their soul when in person the one speaking could not have
gotten a foot inside their home.
Radio helps especially in a home where one member is
a Christian and the other is not. The radio may evangelize
the unsaved member of the home and at the same time be a
source of strength to the one deprived of church and Sunday
school attendance, that a channel of blessing radio would
be to Christian parents if the Sunday school lesson could
be tau^t to the children in the home,
Ihe serviceman, christian boys in the armed forces
of our country are often disappointed in chaplains, but
radio connects them with many religious broadcasts to
supplement their chapel services. Over the radio these
men may hear Bible teaching and preaching from any
denomination of their choice.
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^� loyal churchaiaQ. Lojalty to on� church need not
ka�p people from hearing the beat apeakera and Sunday school
teachers from all over the United States. These can be
heard by transcription later in the day.
The Jew and Catholic. There are people who because
of tradition and interdict are unable to hear the truth
except by radio. Those who would not think of entering a
Protestant church may become interested in some program
which they have tuned in by accident. Itiere, In the
security of their homes, away from pressure of their
religious group, they may come to know the truth of
salvation, and be nurtured in the Christian faith.
III. THE PSOPLl HMCHED ON FOREIGN SOIL
The untouched mllliona. Missionary oroadcasts reach
the millions of the whole world. Bible teaching may be
recorded on tape and used by radio stations repeatedly In
work out on the field.
HCJB is a missionary chain now covering Africa, the
Philippines, Ecuador, Hawaii, Panama, and Guatamala. Soon
stations will be functioning in Liberia, Greece, and
Ethiopia . This missionary station is an example of the
possible outreach of radio.
11
iJiere appears to bo an opening door for Christian
young people desiring to devote their lives to religious
radio. Here is a medium that can transmit messages In
many languages, �!he word of God can be taught to those who
have never seen a Bible as they listen to the radio. While
translators are providing the Bible in new dialects, months
and years can be utilized by using radio to lay the founda
tion, teaching by ear what their eyes will later read,
Ihe world may be reached now, people are continually
warned of the limited time in which to reach the world,
Commiuilsm has pressed in on those whose hungry hearts would
have accepted Christ's way, if it had been presented to
them, Jesus may not return for many years, yet there is
always the possibility that He may momentarily return.
trough radio's immediacy and speed there can be a great
ministry to dying souls, now.
Hadio waves travel at the speed of light, or 136,000
miles per second, while sound waves travel at the rate of
about 1,000 feet per second. Even shouting the gospel on
the street comer would not begin to equal the whisper
which over the radio penetrates continents, as one has
said, "Before the person in the last row hears the sound
of your voice, radio will have carried your words 'round
12
th� world seven and a half times I � ^ This is reason enough
for religious broadcasting. j�sus said, "go ye therefore,
and teach all nations. . . ." ^ ^^^y ^eans may be used to
do this, but people must go, if by no other way than by the
medium of radio.
Nrtlonal Acsociation of Broadcasting, Inc., Tha
A B C of Radio (Washington, D C. : National Association
of^BroacTcasters, Inc., 1938), 'p. 3.
2 Matthew 28:19,
CHAPTER III
THE RADIO AND OTHER AUDIO AIDS
In this chapter is dlseuised the development of radio
and certain other related media of religious education.
Authorities say that.
There is little need to dwell on the phenominal
development that has been made in radio the last fifteen
or twenty years. . , . Two decades ago it was In its
Infancy .... How it la solidly established, not
merelT as a convenience but as an actual necessity*
. . .
I. THE RISE OP RADIO
!ftie history of radio. According to The Encyclopedia
Americana **Broadcasting in the sense that we know it today,
as a regular service for dissiminatlng news and entertainment,
began in 1920." Its birth as an institution was in station
KDKA in Pittsburg when the election returns of the Harding-
Cox presidential campaign were broadcast. Commercial
broadcasting began in 1922 when in New York the first
advertising program came over S?KAP.^
Harry C. SScKnown and Alvin B. Roberts, Audio-Visual
Aids to instruction (New York and London :McOraw-.Hill Book
TJiipaW* Inc., 1948), p. 211,
2 "Telegraphy and Telephony, Radio," 'ihe Encyclopedia
Americana, 1945 edition, XXVI, pp. 368.^369.
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In 1927*28 radio sarvica was �xt�nded to important
countries of the wo rid. ^
The Bncyclopedia Americana says of the developnent
of radio in the United Statesj
In 1927 congress passed the Radio Act which resulted
in the allocat'on of wave-lengths, regulation of the
power transmitters, and establishing of zones and
classes. These activities cleared up the general
confusion which had prevailed. The work -^f the
Federal Radio coimaission established under the act
of 1927 has since (1934) been taken over by the
Federal Communications Commission.4
This commission regulates all communication by
telegraph, telephone, cable, or radio, stations cannot be
sold or leased without its approval, 5
Although this commission prescribes pathways, the
National Association of Broadcasters says of the power
given the Federal Coamiunlcations by congress that,
, , , it gives it no authority to control what can
or cannot be said over the air, (other than the neces-
eary restraint that no one may utter profane, obscene,
or Indecent language over the radio.)
The commission has been given no right to deny
freedom of speech in radio, candidates or recognized
political parties must be granted equal facilities of
expression by every radio station.
Thus, the American System of Broadcasting is based
3 "Radio," The Bnoyclopaedia Americana, 1944t XVIII,
p. 886,
4 xhe jsncyclopaedla Americana, op. cit., p. 369.
5 Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America,
Department of Research and Education, Broadcasting and the
public (New York: The Abingdon press, 193^)* PP. 16, b3.
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upon the same democratic ideals v?hich guarantee us freedom
of the press, freedom of religion, and freedom of speech.^
The Encyclopaedia Americana states that:
Broadcasting in the united States was developed
along the typically American line of private ownership
and competition under government license, whereas
radio in other countries has been, almost without
exception, developed under direct governmental control.
In the vast majority of nations, broadcasting la
financed by a tax levied upon owners of receiving sets.
Instead of being supported by commercial advertising,
as the United States, where there is no charge to
listeners for the service. The other chief difference
between the two systems is the matter of freedom of
speech. '
When radio became self-sustaining the American system
of broadcasting (merged.
This is the system which after due deliberation,
our government decided officially to recognize. Und^
t^iis system it is established that the radio wave
lengths, frequencies or channels, limited as they are
in number by natural laws, are the property of the
people, part of the public domain. The government,
as the representative of the people, licenses private
use of frequencies in the ((public Interest, convenience
and necessity. ) )"
Stations may be licensed for three years, but the
commission issues licenses for six months.
A five zone system insures a fair distribution of
National Aasoc iation of Broadcasters, Inc.
. cit . , p. 17.
^ The Encyclopaedia Americana, op. cit. , p. 371.
^ Ibid., p. 369.
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broadcasting service. On networks the program baa to be such
as to be of interest to the millions of listeners, while on
local stations the programs are more personal in order to
interest those of a smaller area.^
The niamber of stations in the United states in 1937
was 6I|.6| In 1938, 721} in l^kh, 923j and in 1950, 3,10^.
This last figure is from the Broadcasting Telecasting Magazine ' s
box score of stations authorized by the end of December, 1950*
1h& figure included 2,319 amplitude modulation station and
676 frequency modulation stations* The number of frequency
modulation etatlons dropped from 7^.3 in 19^9 to 676 in 1950,
while amplitude modulation stations gained 88 since December,
1949* 1^ 1950 throughout the i^ole world 6,500 stations were
operating including booster or relay stations, not counting
frequency modulation and television stations.
The nimaber of receiving seta in the world In 1922 was
400,000 J in 1947, 6o,000,000i in 1949 between 156,000^000 and
161,000,000 J and in 1950 between 166,000,000 and 171,000,000.
In 1950 in the United States alone the number of sets
was estimated at 90,000,000.
In 1950 the national Association of Broadcasters In
a joint survey with the Radlo-Te levi a Ion Manufacturers
^ Ibid*, pp. 369, 371
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Association compiled certain figures about radio, which
. . . reveal that ^0, 701, 700 families - 95 per cent
of the total number in the United States - operated at
least one radio receiver. Also in use were approxi
mately li4.,7ol|.,000 automobile radios, while another
5,000,000 sets in schools, stores, hotels, and other
public places brought the total number of receivers used
in the United States to 85,200,000. This topped by
nearly two and one fourth million the number of sets
operated in 19/�9,
The net income of radio in 1937 was 118,086,284
^rith revenue of |llii.,222,906. In 1945 It was said that.
In a single generation radio has changed from a
toy and a novelty to a household necessity in over
four-fifths of American hcraes. The failure of educa
tion to foresee the almost miraculoiui growth of radio
is quite understandable. Most Americans ten or fifteen
years ago would have scoffed at any "fool" who fore
cast that a decade hence advertisers would be spending
over 1233,000,000 a year for broadcasting, or that
70,000,000 Americans would listen simultaneously to
a single broadcast.
The three major networks up to 1938 were the National
Broadcasting Company with l6l associated stations in 1926,
the Columbia Broadcasting System with ll4 associated stations
in 1927 � and the Mutual Broadcasting Company with I08
associated stations in 1938, The American Broadcasting
Company had its origin after that date.
iO MHadio and Television," The American Annual (New
Yorks Americana Corporation, 1951)* p. 572,
11 Federal Council of churches of Christ in
America, 0�. cit., p. 62,
^2 Herman woelfel and I, Keith Tyler, Radio and the
School (Hew York; World Book Co., 1945), PP* 4-5.
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The hlatory of radio education. Bducatora aoon
realized that radio could aipply supplementary material
for teaching in history, geography, music and other sub
jects, so in 1921, just one year after the birthday of
broadcasting, school broadcafts were begun in Oakland, Cali
fornia, By 1936, 220 school systems were teaching by radio.
An infantile paralysis epidemic in Chicago in 1935 was the
occasion in that city for lessons to be broadcast to chil
dren in their home, in Broadcasting and the public it la
said that "In 1935 twenty-five state departments of educa
tion were using radio, although only twelve were carrying
on regular broadcasts. "^3 the same source we read the
following*
on January 27, 1938, the Federal Communications
Commission announced that . . . frequency channels
... had been allocated for educational stations
on a strictly non-commercial basis.
It is estimated that fifteen hundred stations can
be accommodated on these frequencies in the coimtry
as a whole.
From 1921 throui^ti 1936, 202 broadcast licenses were
Issued to l6d educational instltutlona . In January,
1937, there were thirty-eight stations ovmed by
educational institutions, and one short wave educa
tional station which is not owned by an institution. ^
"In 1941|.# o^* th9 923 stations in the United States,
Federal Council of Churches of Chris t in
America, op. cit.\ p. 110.
Ibid., pp. 112, 115-116.
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loss than twsnty-five were non-coiamercial educational
stations."
Broadoas ting and the Public, it is said that:
Ihe national Advisory Council on Radio in Education
carried on its work actively from I93O until the fall
of 1937.
the Federal Radio Education Comittee was set up in
1935 ... to "promote co-operative arrangements
between educators and broadcasters on national,
regional, and local basis. ^
By 1950 radio had become so much a part of education
that according to Ihe Amarioana Annual there were 5�000,000
receiving sets in schools, stores, hotels and other public
places. -^7
The history of radio in religion and rellRlous
education. It has been said that
. . . the very genius of radio is to make its
service available right where we live. We do not
have to come together In special places and with
special groups in order to profit by it. Informal
education is brougjht right into tiie houses of a com
munity � which la one place we want it to be.
Habitual home listening to good radio is, part of
the moderiTcSurch^s edueaUonal program. bM supple
ments Its existing reUgious program.
15 woelfel and Tyler, o�. cit., p. 5.
16 Federal Council of Churches of Christ in
America, 0�. cit. , p. 120.
""�^ Americana Annual, loc. cit.
^� S. C Parker, Eleanor inman and Ross Snyder, fieliglous
Radio (New Yorfe: Harper and Brothers publishers, 19J4.8) , p. 217.
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in 1932, a Survey revealed that twenty-five church
groups were broadcasting over eighty- three stations ,^9 "m
1934 the International Council of Religious Education reported
that twenty- three organizations affiliated with the Council
had broadcast over forty stations. in 1938 there were
forty church groups brbadcasting,^^ and fourteen chxirch groups,
local churches, or religious educational institutions holding
licenses for stations. 22
In 1938 the hours of broadcasting in the leading
denominations totaled I|.89.l5.^
According to Bower and Hayward.
In 1942 tens of thousands heard scripts on advance
broadcasts in many towns and cities. Through national
chains programs reached an estimated audience of
20,000,000. Two thousand local stations gave broad
casts in the interest of Religious Education week.
In 1943 In addition to recordings for National
Family Week, experiments were conducted with radio
recordings, made by professionals to discover the
type of transcriptions best suited to a nation-wide
radio program in behalf of Christian education.
TWO radio manuals arxi resource; guides were produced
and widely used. ^4
3-9 i?�deral Council of churches of Christ In toerica,
op. cit., p. 139.
20 Ibid., p. 138.
Ibid., p. 139.
22 Ibid., p. 149.
23 Ibid., p. 141.
24 w. C Bower and Percy Roy Hayward, protestantism
paces Its Biucatlonal Task Toge ther ( Apple ton, wisconsin j
^TX" felson publishing^., 1949), P. 229.
II. OTHER AUDIO AIDS
21
The different kinds. Besides radio there are other
audio aids such as television with sound, phonograph, and
still and motion pictures with soxxnd.
Television. Meredith gives a description of television.
Television draws with lines, Tiiie single pencil of
electrons emanating from the rear of the TV tube, pours
a stream of electrons (186,000 miles a second, the speed
of light) onto the face of the tube which is the TV screen*
Drawing five hundred or �o lines across the face of the
screen, repeating these five hundred lines thirty times
each second, it draws pictures on the screen for all
to see, ^
Dent aays that television ''differs from other sound
pictures in its ability to present the action or event as
it happens. It was inaugurated as a regular service in May,
1939 � at the New York worldta Fair. "26 j� September of 19^1
tolevliion for the first time made more money than radio.
There has been much debate over television. It has
both advantages and disadvantages. One can do many things
with the hands, suoh as wash dishes or drive an automobile
while listening to the radio, but television demands complete
attention. It also makes more accessible the evils of the
Meredith, 0�. cit., p� 2.
26 siiaworth Dent, The Audio Viaual Handbook (New
York I Society for Visual Education, Inc., l'^>li.O), pp. 167-75.
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world, This is especially dangerous for children, but Edward
J, Carnal in his book, Teleyjsion, Servant or Master?, deals
with this problem la a very interesting way. He says that
children can be cautioned about life's problems and the mixed
character of the world by instruction in selecting television's
good programs from the questionable ones,^? jta future and
how it is used lies in the hands of those who are leaders
in its field,
phono|Eraph, Recordings are great aids to education
because (1) they may be played when desired, (2) several
classes can listen simultaneously, (3) teachers can study
them in detail before they are played to students, (4) they
can be repeated as desired, (5) when a schedule is
interrupted plans to use them can be postponed to another
time, and (6) they can be replayed to settle controversy or
to compare two programs In a series, 2�
Still and action pictures with sound. This
combination audio^visual aid can be used with very little
supplementing. If people are prepared for it sound pictures
may teach a lesson within themselves.
27 sdward J, Carneli Television, Servant or Maate^
(Grand Rapids, Mlohlgani tim. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co,, 1950),
pp, 107-96.
2� Woelfel and Tyler, 0�, cit,, p. lOl^.,
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Both still and motion pictures with sound can be
effective aids to Bible teaching,
Ampllfyiniir^ system, There is value in having an
amplifying system which connects with all the class rooms
of a Sunday School, ftiQ value of amplifying equipment in
a church auditorliiim Is generally known.
CHAPTER IV
PROGRAM BUILDING
A basic consideration in the field of religious radio
is program building, it involves several factors, such as
attitudes, equipaent, script writing, radio lesson planning,
and radio speech techniques.
Attitudes* AS in any religious project the world is
more apt to look critically upon religious broadcasts than
upon secular programs* This necessitates a very careful
and conscientious attitude on the part of the producer* The
program should not be thrown together in a haphasard manner
in the hope that God will overrule where practice and planning
should have eliminated many serious errors.
Equipment, Ifeere are certain rules governing
equipo^nt and its use in Christian education, such as
(1) buying equipment in terms of the uses to which it will
be put, (2) buying equifBaent that will operate on the
electric circuits with which the school is equipped, (3)
consulting a competent radio technician and acquainting him
with the prospective uses of the equipment, and reading
and following instructions which are provided with the
equipment** a peeoi^lng machine is needed (tape preferably),
two microphones, and a radio receiving setj if possible, a
sound proof room and a piano should be provided,
.ll^e script. Scripts should be typed with double
spacing on rattleproof paper 8^ by 11 Inches. Pages should
be numbered.
The foxisftt is the arrangement of the program. It
should have (1) variety, (2) logical sequence, (3) climax,
smooth transition from one nimiber to the next, (5)
Interest of the listeners throughout the program, and (6)
"entertainment values".
The attention of the audience must be caught in the
first few seconds of the program, and each item should add
variety and stimulate interest In what Is to follow. In
Bible classes this is even more impertant, for long teaching
periods xmaty slump into monoto:^. Also it is wall to sugf^st
audience participation tc encourage listeners to stay with
the teacher throughout the lesson* At the end of the script,
anything, such as a mail addi-esa, iiflilch It is desired that
^ Norman woelfel and I. Keith Tyler, Radio and^
aohool (New York: World Book Co., 1945 )# P� 31bZ
2 Wendell P. Loveless, Manuel of Gospel Broadcasting
( Chicago s Moody Press, 194^), pp* /|5-4o�
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the listener remember should be repeated three times.
Directions given in parenthesis or in any other way in the
script for Choir, pianist, announcer, etc., should be stated
simply and clearly�3
Rft<iio ^��8on planning, ihe following factors should
be kept in mind wh^n planning a lesson. First, choose a
subject in which you are interestedj next find materials in
the Bible, eoBEaentaries, Sunday school lesson sheets from
other denominations, and other supplementary sources,
Lawton enumerates that the lesson should have^
, , � variety , , , by dealing with a single subject,
relating all relevant materials to the main idea of the
tslk, limiting the subject, and adhering to an outline,
� � , coherence � . , by making the divisions of the
talk clear and the steps in the progress of the thought
apparent,
� , , emphasis , � � giving more space to Important
material, placing tiie important material at the beginning
or end of your talk, using phrases which directly indicate
the Importance of material, and the use of cliiaax and
suspense will prove aids in placing emphasis where it
is deslxHid� 4
Announcements preceding the lesson should be brief.
Abbot says that **Full infoz^tation concerning the speaker
^ Ellsworth Dent, The A^dio Visual Handbook (New York:
Society for Visual Sducation, Inc., 194^), pp. 21t-235.
^ Sherman P. Lawton, Radio Speech (Boston: Ixpression
Company, publishers, 1932), pp, 27-31.
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and servlee may follow th� talk but should not praeada It, "5
Badlo apeach techniques. Although probl�HW of radio
teaching In soma respects are not different from claas
room teaching, it is true that speaking meant for the
platform is sometimes too loud for radio, ihe speaker must
talk as if engaged In conversation with a small family group,
not speaking to an auditorium filled with people,
Lawton, in his book Radio Speech observes that:
, , , the good radio speakers , , . are good platform
speakers. Good platform speakers are not always good
radio speakers, ihe reason is not that a different
technique or new principles are involved, but that
too many platform speakers depend on something besides
intense application of usually recognised rules of good
talk construction and delivery for their success, t^y
are depending on their platform personalities, A good
platform personality often helps hide unsound reasoning
and dullness of meteriaX* Radio strips these people
of their hiding-cloaks. It demands that they apply
the orthodox, accepted principles at all times* ^
Speakers should call forth a positive response from
listeners through such things as good grammar, pronunciation,
or diction, Lawton further says that:
In order to maintain mental alertness and to help
proper breathing, the radio talker should stand erect,
with squared shoulders, head up, feet flat on the floor,
�phe manuscript should be held up to the eyes, the
head should not be lowered to read the manuscript.
^ Waldo Abbot, Handbook of Broadcasting (Hew York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. ,"T9i}.l) , p* 97.
6 r^,u>n. o,. olt.. pp. 13-14.
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Mental alertness is essential to proper delivery and
interpretation of the manuscript. Proper breathing is
necessary to good voice quality. The head should not
be lowered because this act tightens the throat muscles
and proper production of sound is not possible,?
Gestures are useful in radio teaching even though they
are not seen by the audience. They add vitality which carries
through the microphone, ihey prevent dullness of voice and
make the delivery sound alive.
Detailed instructions for radio teaching are given
by Lawton.
He should be careful, . � , not to take steps, or
shake his head, because these acts vary his distance
from the microphone and makes unifom transmission of
the sound difficult. He should not move his feet at
all, particularly if he has leather heels, because the
extraneous sound is certain to be sent out on the air.
He should not shake the manuscript in his hand because
the audience will siu^ely hear the rattle of paper.
If he has any bad speaking habits, such as smacking
his lips, gasping for brea'Ui, or snapping his fingers
while he speaks, these things should be corrected
before he agrees to talk by radio, 8
For the sake of uniformity the speaker should stand
about a foot and a half in front of the microphone. He
should speak directly Into it. However, voice qualities
such as huskiness, a whining tone, hlssii:^ or explosive
sounds can be minimized by standing at one side of the
microphone instead of in front of it, speaking across rather
7 Ibid,, p. 139.
�
Ibid,, p. l40.
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than into it�
The taaoher must understand and feel the meaning of
the written words ae he reads them, and use pauses and
stresses to make lessons aXear and effeetive.
The desirabXe pitch of voice for men is in the
baritone range, whiXe the most effective women's pitch is
contraXto* Voice quality can be improved and is more
important than pitch, however, so forced unnaturaX pitch Is
aXways discouraged. The rate of speed should be about X^O
words a minute� improvement In breathing, tone control,
and fXexibiXity should also be sought after in radio
speaking,9
9 lbid�, pp# XiiJ.-'X53�
CHAPTER V
THB QUESTIOHHAIRS RESULTS
About ono hundred sixty questionnaires were sent to
programs and stations owned by religious institutions. A
total of seventy- two were returned. The first section of
this chapter will deal with generalizations drawn from a
compilation of the data from the seventy-two questionnaires
returned. Of the seventy- two, fourteen were selected as
most nearly representing a program of religious education
over the air in the form of either Bible teaching or Sunday
school lessons. The second section of the chapter will deal
with the criteria for the selection of the religious education
broadcasts. The findings from the comparison of the two
lists suggest improvements for future religious education
programs. In the second part of the chapter are also listed
the denominations, stations, and origins of the fourteen
religious education programs, Th.e third section is a
siammary of all the programs covered in the survey. Ihe
writer rated programs and set up the following three groups
in terms of teaching values: (1) Sunday school lessons and
radio Bible classes - fourteen queatlonnairesi (2) religious
education programs and church services with teaching emphasis
as well as evangelistic - twenty- three; and (3) church
services predominantly evangelistic - thirty-five. There are
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twenty denominations indleated in the replies.
I. SURVEY OF SEVENTY^-yWO RELIGIOUS PROGRAMS
Aims, Pbrty-five program directors gave as the aim
of their program to aid In the salvation of souls, twenty-
five to establish believers in the faith, and eleven to
teach the Bible.
Other alms were to publicise the church and home
missions, to expose bad forms of religion, to take the
church to those unable to attend services, to acquaint
people with news in religion, and to raise the standards
of Christian living. Some of the aims are discussed in
Chapter II.
Evaluation. Fifty directors formed judgments as to
their success by mail response, twenty-two by verbal reports,
six by phone calls, fourteen by reports of increased church
attendance and increase in attendance at studio broadcasts,
six by popularity polls and the number of years over which
people continue to listen, eight by census, surveys, or
lutings by Hooper, Mellson, and others. Attempts to maintain
contact with the audience includes such things as Bible
questions over the air to be answered by mail or phone, and
mystery hymns. Growth observed in listeners is based upon
the way the audience reads the Bible, testimonies of
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conversions, help and inspiration given to believers, and
Interest developed in soul winning. The number saved, the
effect in the community, and what public places and businesses
tuned in on the program, were other criteria listed for
evaluation of religious education programs.
Program success in the light of alms was considered
excellent by eleven, very successful by seventeen, good by
seventeen, and fair or average by five, 2hree or four said
that their program was blessed of ood.
In comparison with other programs in the same area,
twenty-aix rated their broadcast better or excellent,
sixteen equal or very good, one felt less than equal, ten
did not know, five were the only religious prograusis in their
area, and ten did not answer the question.
Follow-up plans . Twenty* three directors were
contacting listeners by direct mail in which many personal
problems were presented in letters requiring oareful answers.
Fourteen contacted listeners by visiting the sick,
etc, and one even through a soul-winner *s class. Some
sent out decision letters, monthly papers, pictures,
literature, sermon booklets and outlines, magasine sub
scriptions, and one contemplated the organization of a new
Bible teaching program. In some instances calls are made
in areas near the station or church where the broadcast
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originates, but the rest have to be reached by mail or by
local pastors contacting them.
Type o� broadcast, when asked to classify their
program as to type, forty*eight directors named teaching?
fifty�two, evangeliamj and thirty-six, both teaching and
evangelism.
Percentage of time. More time was given to Bible
reading, exposition, and music than was given to teaching.
Thus, religious programs should devote more time to Bible
teaching.
Publicity, The radio itself is largely depended upon
for publicising the programs, HhB time is already paid for,
and announcements can be made to stlimalate listener interest,
without newspaper publicity, or other announcements. Pew
spend money for billboard publicity, Hadio is so expensive
that programs cannot afford to use many outside means to
gain listeners. Dependence on the program itself, however,
permits announcements to reach only those �ho are already
listening* While there is a need to arouse interest on the
part of those i^o are not already listening.
Script. !i5iirty�four use written script or continuity,
Ihe directors or pastors usually prepare these. Bight use
only outlines or full sermons. Five follow regular church
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procadur��. It i� littl� wonder that religioua programs are
critiolaed when so few prepare scripts and depend on
extemporaneous speaking or ad libblng to keep a program
moving, This' type of procedure does not do justice to
religion or religious education* There are very few programs
which should ever begin a broadcast without a prepared
script.
Preparation* In twenty-eight programs time is spent
in preparing the music. Two and three-quarters hours was
the average time thus employed, but the range was from half
an hour to ten hours*
Eighteen rehearsed announcing, twenty-five minutes
being the average time spent. However, quite a number spent
only seversl minutes rehearsing announcing*
Fifteen said that they spent time on rehearsing in
general,
Bvaluation by listening, Sighteen programs spent one
hour or s�>re, and twelve at least some time in evaluation
by listening. Fifteen spent no time, and twenty-five did
not answer. Out of the forty-five who answered the question,
thirty spent some time listening in order to improve the
broadcasts. This is Important, If religious broadcasting is
to keep up with secular broadcasting in �*iich hours are spent
in rehearsing and improving the broadcasts, even more time
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and erforts ahould h� spent In erltical evaluation of Chrlatian
programs ,
number on the staff. Sixty-one programs had others
on the staff besides the on� filling out the qtuestionnaire*
Th� average number was twelve per program other than the
speaker. However,, this varied from none to sixty participants.
Experience of staff members � Forty-eight programs
reported their staff members to have had radio training.
Their experience varied from one to twenty-five years.
Sixteen said that they had amateur staffs.
Speaker* a experience. Fifty-nine answered that their
speaker had had experience in radio preaching* This varied
from on� to twenty-eight years. Thirty- two programs had
speakers with teaching experience which varied from one to
forty years.
Cos t. Fifty-seven programs paid for time, and seven
had tims donated to them.
Origin of broadcast, ^irty-seven named the station
as the place of origin of their program. Nineteen used tape
recordifi^s, and nineteen broadcast either from a church
directly or from some place other than the station.
SQuipment. Twenty-four rated equipment as satisfactory.
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and forty-flva as excellent, !rhus, sixty-nine have equipment
irhich aids the gospel instesd of hindering it, Ihree did not
answer the question.
Hours on the air, on Sundays the broadcasts were in
the morning, ifeil� on weekdays the evening was preferred,
D&y* of the week, Forty- throe were Sunday broadcasts,
twenty-eight were on weekdays, and line of them on Saturday.
Do results justify efforts? Sixty-six answered "yes"
to this question, one was doubtful, one answered "unknown",
and four did not answer. The question of the reality of the
effectiveness of religious radio is brought home to those
have worked hard in this field by the few visible
results, for radio es ever reaching out to new areas and new
listeners, while few openly respond,
II, FOURTSM TEACRINO BROADCASTS
Criteria for selection. The fourteen broadcasts were
selected as moat nearly representing a program of religious
education over the air for the following reasons:
1. Ibey were named as either Bible teaching or Sunday
school lesson broadcasts,
2, The directors checked that their program was one
of teaching.
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3� A large percentage of time was given to teaching
the Bible even though music, �te.| were also presented.
Ij.. Ihe name of the program indicated that it was a
Bible or Sunday school class,
5. Ihe aim of the program was to teach the Bible,
6. I&e speaker had had teaching experience rather than
preaching experience.
The other broadcasts were left out of this set of
fourteen religious education programs because of these
criteriaj
1. They clearly stated that they were evangelistic
broadcasts ,
2, Their emphasis was primarily on soul-winning
instead of Bible teaching,
3, Hiey used preaching outlines or church bulletins
instead of scripts,
I4.. Although they checked both teaching and evangelism,
they did not indicate that any time was given to teaching.
5, Ihey had had primarily preaching and not teaching
experience,
6, The name of the program indicated that the broad
cast was evangelistic,
AS stated in section one of this chapter, forty-eight
programs indicated that they were teaching programs. Only
fourteen of these were selected as teaching programs, for.
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although thdra are element a of teaching even In preaehlxig,
only a minimum of all the religioua broadcasts are purely
Bible teaching programs. Because ao many claimed to be
teaching programs, a combination of several of the above
criteria were used to select the programs distinctively
teaching in a specialized sense, The others were not geared
to a religious education pirogram proper.
Difference in aims. The specific aim of the radio
Sunday sehool class is to broadcast actual teaching of a
Sunday school lesson. The radio lesson is used, as over
WMRP in Flint, Michigan, to stimulate the thinking of
teachers and class members about the weekly Sunday school
lesson before they arrive in class. Another aim was to
intensify apeeifio points of interest in the current Sunday
sehool lesson. The three programs which taught the Sunday
school lesson were E, P, West Bible Class, Sunday School
Preview, and Sunday School Lesson.
T^e radio Bible class for children is geared to
winning children to Christ and to establishing them in the
faith. The two children's radio Bible classes are Hadio
Kid's Bible Club and Children's Bible Hour,
"She adult radio Bible class aims to reach non-churched
people and church members with sound Bible teachingj also It
purposes to clarify questions about the Bible. th9 nine
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adult radio Bible olaasea are Bible Leason, The Bible Study
Hour, The Bible Hour, Daily Bible Class, The Old Family Bible,
Korning Bible Hour, Ataseadoro Memorial Church, Bible Study
of the Air, and Moments with the Word*
Difference in presentation. The seventy-two reports
show that most religious broadcasts have an evangelistic
presentation* The entire format is arranged so that every
thing led up to the delivery of a sermon which usually
closed in an evangelistic appeal* The sermon may or may
not have been Bible centered.
The fourteen reports Indicated t^t the first concern
of these programs was to present a Bible lesson* Through
teaching of the Word, the directors hoped for souls to be
saved, but the aim of these programs was to ground the
convert in Scripture knowledge through a presentation of
Bible teaching*
Difference in programs. Seventy- two reports revealed
a variety of programs including anything from an organ
reverie to Billy Graham's Hour of Decision, Ihese may or
may not center around the Word of God, But the fourteen
reports revealed only programs which were loyal to God's
Word,
Difference in experience. In the group of seventy- two
religioul program* th� �xparlenee of most of the speakers did
not liiclud� teaching as a pr�fession.
Difference in size of staff* On the average each
religious education program had three staff members leae
than the average number per staff of the seventy- two.
Equipment. The directors of the seventy-two programs
rated equipment more highly than did the directors of the
fourteen programs devoted to teaching. Although all fourteen
of them rated the equijsaent of the stations as at least
satisfactory, it appears that the equipment for the average
religioiis broadcast is better than that for religious education
programs. This is Important, for, if tape recordings play
back with scratchy effects or microphones carry faulty sounds
out over the air, the result la a cheapening of the program.
People will listen to expert secular programs in preference
to inferior religious education broadcasts. Hie better the
equi|mient|, the easier is the job of holding the attention of
the audience �
Do results jus tify efforts? Sixty-six out of seventy-
two answered that results justify efforts, A few were
hesitant or did not answer. In the case of all the fourteen
religious education programs the answer was in the affirmative.
It should bo an impetus to religious education broadcasting
that those who now are engaged in the work of reaching the
United States and even the world with Bible teaching feel
that their efforts are accomplishing the ends that make a
broadcast of this type worthwhile.
Length of broadcast. !!he majority of the programs
were half-hour in length, This was probably because the
half-hour serraons of many church programs are broadcast,
13ie survey also Indicates that religious education programs
are shorter on a whole than evangelistic programs.
Comparison of the two groups suggests improvements,
Ihere is a larger percentage of children's programs in the
list of fourteen. Yet, there are too few in either type of
broadcast, itoere should be more religious educational
programs for children and young people.
In each group only about half of the programs use
script while all should use one*
More time should be spent in preparation of music,
annoiincing, etc., in preparation for teaching.
More time should be spent in evaluating programs.
Religious education programs need staffs with experience in
building a teaching broadcast. It was found that teaching
broadcasts as a whole had staffs with less training than
the others.
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Dejaomlnatlona repreaented. In th� study of fourteen
r-eligious education programs there wore found to be: four
Interdenominational, two Baptist, two independent Baptist,
two Pillar of Pire, Inc., one Methodist, on� Bible Presbyterian,
one iSvangellcal Free, and on� Independent Bible Church.
Stations and Program Locations. The fourteen included
the following stations and locations: KTHT, Houston, Texas,
and KSOX, Harlingen, Texas; WAWZ, Zarephath, Hew Jersey j
WMRP, Flint, Michigan; 100 stations, origin in Los Angeles,
Californiai 25 stations, origin in Grand Rapids, Michlgani
50 stations, origin Philadelphia, Pennsylvania! KMO, Tacoma,
Washington; Des Moines, Iowa; HCJB, Quito, Ecuador,
South America (missionary radio station); HTI3 and HCJB,
Minneapolis, Minnesota; KPHL and local MBC, Atascadero,
California; WBAI and WMRI, Marlon, Indiana.
Conclusion. It is obvious that when only fourteen
out of seventy-two broadcasts can be classified as strictly
Bible teaching programs, the teaching field of religious
radio is being neglected. People who are evangelized need
also to be grounded in th� s?ord of God, Does not this fact
alone challenge Christianity to more equally divide its
efforts over the air between teaching and preaching?
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III, SUmUir OF PROGMKS covered IK SURVliY
Frograma grouped. The aeventy-two queationnariea
returned wore placed In th� following three groups i (1)
Sunday school lesaons and radio Bible classes � the fourteen
programs in this group are s, P. West Bible Class, Sunday
School preview, Sunday School Lesson, Radio Kid's Bible Club,
Children's Bible Hour, Bible Lesson, The Bible Study Hour,
The Bible Hour, Daily Bible Class, The Old Family Bible,
Morning Bible Hour, Atascadero Meanorlal Church Service, Bible
Study of th� Air, and Moments with the Wordj (2) Religious
eduoation programs and church services with teaching emphasis
as well as evangelistic � the twenty-three programs in this
group are Youth Fellowship Hour, Stories of th� Hymns S�e Love,
Ro ligion- in- th� News, The church at Work, Pioneers of the
Faith, Christian Echoes Hour, "A (lllitant Voice of Christian
Americanism", Children's Hour, Hadio Bibl� Hour, Inc., Call
of the Gross, Hour of Worship, Heaven and Home Hour, "Christ's
Message on the Air", Morning Cheer, Ohe Calvary Hour, Soul's
Harbor (television). Light and Life Hour, Back to the Bible
Broadcast, Faith of Our Fathers, The Church of the Open Door
(of California), Wings of prayer. Gospel Dynamite, Back Home
Hour, and Faith and Hope Hourj and (3) Church services
predominantly evangelistic � the thirty-five In this group
are Wings of Prayer, Faith and Life Hour, Bible Presbyterian
ft
"doxxp (of Kentucky), Bible Presbyterian Hour (of Texas),
HadlQ Hevlval (of Texas), showora of Blcasizig, Cburch of
th� Brethren Sunday Service, '|he "juaaalng Grace" Broadcast,
Second Baptist Ohurch Sunday Evening Service, Christian
Brotherhood Hour, Idgewood Baptist Church service. Chapel of
the Air, pastor clarence Walker's Program, "God Bless You"
Bibl� Hour, Radio Revival (of California), Message to Israel,
Old Fashioned Hevlval Hour, "it's Gospel Time", christian
and Missionary Alliance program, Central Baptist church
(of Indiana), Gideon Gospel program. The Baptist Hour (of
Georgia), The Gospel Truth, Your worship Hour, "Sunday Evening
Gospel Hour", Revival Time, The Church of the Open Door (of
Pennsylvania), wealthy Street Baptist church service.
Evangelistic Hour, "Hour of Decision", Back Home Hour, "Songs
in th� Night*', "Songtime" (television). Organ Reverie, and
Greatest story Ever Told,
Of the last five, four were primarily musical programs
and the fifth stated that it was broadcast for entertalrmient
purposes,
Denomlnatloiis represented. In the study of seventy-
two religioua programs th� following denominations wore found
to be represented: twenty- two interdenominational, twenty-one
Baptist, three Metbodist, three pillar of Fire, In�,, three
Independent, three Bible Presbyterian, two Presbyterian,
two Chrlatian Miasionary Alliance, two non-sectarian, one
Indepeiwient Baptist, one Independent Bible Church, one Church
of the Haaarene, on� Church of th� Brethren, one Church of
Ck�d, one Fro� Methodist, one Evangelical Free, one Assemblies
of God, one Grace Brethren, on� Aaaociated Churches, and
one Protestant associated church*
:aiese figtxrea show an inadequate effort in the field
of religious radio on the part of most denominations as
compared to the widespread efforts of int�rdenominational
and Baptist broadcasters*
Badlo a tations owned by religioua institutions* The
following radio stations ar� owned by rellgloiis institutions:
KFSG, Echo Park Evangelistic Association, Los Angeles,
Califomiaj KPPG, Presbyterian Church, Pasadena, California j
KPOF, Pillar of Fire, Inc*, Denver, Colorado; WCBD, Christian
Catholic, Chicago, Illinois} WMBI, Moody Bible Institute,
Chicago, Illinois; KFGO, Boon� Biblical College, Boone, Iowa;
mL, Loyola university. Hew Orleans, Louisiana; WMRP, Methodist
Radio parish, Flint, Michlgani WMPC, Liberty Street Gospel
Church, Lapeer, Michigan; KFUO, Lutheran Missouri Synod,
Clayton, Missourif afAWZ, Pillar of Fire, Inc*, Zarephath,
NOW Jersey; WBBR, afatchtower Bibl� Institute, Staten Island,
New York; W^pt, Providence Bible Institute, Providence, Rhode
Island; WBBL, Grace covenant Presbyterian, Richmond, Virginia;
KW, First Presbytsrlsn, Sosttls, Washington; WHBY, Fr. Jamea
Wagner, Apple ton, Wisconsin; WBAY, Fr# Jaises Wagner, oreon
Bay, Wisconsin; and KITS, Baptist, Minneapolis, Minnesota*
CHAPfBB VI
SUMEARy AND C0HCLU3I0H
Bmm&vj* It is aaid that today of the saventy-aevan
million church mcmbera in the United States only thirty per
cent attend church except on Baster Sunday, Many millions
of Americans are receiving no religious instruction
whatsoever*^
Some authorities are asking:
Will we have church schools of the air? * . � in
many sections of our country * � * it is almost impossible
for people to get to church school, or for leadership
to be found* In places where there are no church
schools, a great relief and enrichment could be given
those schools by an excellent radio program beamed
to fit in at the proper time, and for which adequate
preparation to understand it can be made locally*^
In response to a questionnaire as to what is beixig
done about Christian education on the air, seventy- two
replies were received. The replies from this survey
indicate that,
1, Only fourteen out of seventy- two programs reported
were teaching programs.
Everett C* Parker, "Radio in Television and Religious
Education," orientation to Religious Education (Henry C*
Lots. edXtorj New xorkj IFlngdon-Cokeabury Press, 1950),
p. lo5�
2 B, c* Parker, Elinor Inman and Ross Snyder, Religious
Radio (New York: Harper and Brothers publishers, 194b) �?� 23k*
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2� Only thre� of laies� taught the Sunday school
lesson,
3, Only two were children 'a prograiaa,
4* A few religious broadcasts like that of Dr, De Haan
were effectively teaching the #ord of God over the air,
5* Radio Sunday school classes stiiaulate the tiilnklng
of teachers and class m^bers about the weekly Sunday school
lesson before they arrive in class.
6� Radio takes the lesson to a wld�spread audience of
people in Christian and non-Christian eommunities who for
various reasons do not attend Sunday school*
7* '&10 success of the religious education program Is
evaltiated in the light of the Scriptures,
8, fhere were fewer members on religious eduoation
staffs than on religious radio staffs in general,
9, fhese staffs need to be better trained in building
a religious education broadcast,
10* Equipment used for religious eduoation programs
was not rated as highly as equlpnent for religious programs
in general*
11, Only half of the religious education programs use
script. Hon� should depend on ad llbbing.
12. More time needs to be spent in preparation of
music, announcing, etc, in preparation for teaching.
h9
13* Mora tlm� should bo spent In evaluating programs
by critical listening,
14* Definite criteria should be set up to determine
whether the broadcasts are meeting the aims of the religioua
education program,
15. Effort of most denominations in the field of
religioua radio does not compare favorably with the efforts
of interdenominational and Baptist broadcasters,
16, All fourteen religious education programs answered
"yes" to tho question, "Do results justify efforts?"
"Bm replies indicate that radio can be an effective
tool for religious teaching if persons are trained and
equipped for it.
It is authoritatively stated that.
All persons now entering the ministry should have
some minimum of basic experiences and viewpoint in
radio, Birther opportunities and training should be
available for the few who intend giving radio
considerable of their attention � . , mmke no mistake,
the man entering the ministry will be doing some
broadcasting wherever he goes. People with some
training will have opportunity to help set the policies
that will determine the present and future of religious
radio ^3
To this end religious training centers should provide
for instruction in radio broadcasting. There are now twenty-
seven "theological seminaries In the United States offering
^ Ibid,, pp. 249-250
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Bcm& form of instruction in th� field of radio. Thirteen
provide practical experience in broadcasting, "4 other�
ahould follow the example and even expand their program
beyound that of these institutions. Provision should be
made for:
1, A course on radio preaching and teaching,
2, practical training through a radio workshop,
seminary broadcast, or through work with nearby stations,
3. At least one faculty member who tas qualifications
for teaching religious radio,
Ij.. Oo-operation with nearby universities in radio
ins true tion,
5* Contact with ali^iml members by the radio department
to Infom them of recent developments and new techniques for
broadcastingn^
'Stt&re are three types of workshops suggested by Parker,
Inman, and Snyder in their book Religious Radio. They are:
1. Ihe regional workshop, an institute of one week's
duration.
2. The one month or six weeks* worktop held by an
educational Institution In co-operation with some organisation
4 A. Ct. Watson, "Reconsider Religious Radio J"
Christian Century, 64:1079*80, September 10, 19^7 �
^ Parker �Jt, al, , ��, cit, , pp, 249-252,
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coneorQ�d with raXiglous broadoaating,
3, 2h� leader's workshop meeting weekly throughout the
year In a local community, uaually in connection with a
school of religious education,^
Xn the planning of a religious radio course, the course
may bo offered In the fall quarter with the group voluntarily
meeting once a week for the remainder of Uxe year even after
tho credit course is ended for a practic\m in religious
radio.
Conclusion. The future of radio, as with television,
is in th� hands of those who care enough to train themselves
in th� us� of It for the glory of God,
Although the radio field may be alluring to some, it
has failed thus far fully to capture the attention of
religious educators, perhaps the results do not seem large
to persons outside the field, but sixty-six out of seventy-
two workers in the field have sensed the positive effects
of religious radio , These men had experimented, and the
results have been satisfactory, A larger number have not
experimented and have not been able to see the possibilities
of radio in religious education,
Meredith maintains that "Radio gets results that are
written in tho Lamb's Book of Life, perliaps not on prssent
Ibid., p. 236.
�ta*lstie�l shoots*''^ v?-Aa mrd of 3od co^� c>\xt over
th-.> r-adlo,, I'is proaia� that it will not return without
rosulta,, In radio Christian exication, as in perhaps no
other phase of Chris tiffin education,, it la Imporative to
re?-ogini2w der;�ndc?no� upon the 3piMt of Go<i for results.
II �fli-il II
� Mil*. I
Meredith, 0�*. clt�, p. 2,
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ATfmDlX
BHOADCASTING QUESTIONNAIHg
Is your broadesat a tsaohlng or an �vangollatlc
program?
What are your alms?
Method oX determining whether they are sueoeedlng?
Bat� program's sucoess In light of alms.
Ways of evaluating It other than by eonverslon reports
Percentage of time given to Bible reading or �xpoaition ,
actual teaching � musical presentations ?
Publicity for programs is by radio , newspaper
billboard ?
How does program rate in comparison with other religious
programs in your area? ....................^^
How are your scripts prepared?
Time spent In preparing music? ? On announcing Y
In general ?
Amoxmt of time in evaluation of program rendered, listening
to programs played back, discussion, etc,
Niimbor on your staff ? is it amateur or radio
trained ?
Speakers experience in radio preaching ? Teaching ?
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Average experience of other participants?
Bxpenao is # for mine. Sundays? $ for
Btins, weekdays?
Describe any follow up plans which you have for listeners
Do results justify yours and other participant's efforts?
Do you broadcast from a station or by tape recording ?
Bquipment (microphonea, etc,) excellent , satisfactory
unsatisfactory ?
Hour program usually comes on ?
Thank you.
Program name
Over station
Address
DorKjmination
network Program director
Address
